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The main contribution of this paper is the working case study for meta-modeling
process performed in open ontologies. It contrasts to close ontology based approaches well known from software engineering discipline. Moreover, in place of ontological standards like Resource Description Framework (RDF) defined by World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) or Web Ontology Language (OWL) by W3C and Object
Management Group (OMG), the presented meta-modeling approach is based on notions characteristic for software engineering, like class, relationship, Unified Modeling Language (UML), UML Profile, stereotype, meta-model as well as for enterprise
applications. This approach is feasible as it refers to the concept of Context-Driven
Meta-Modeling (CDMM) introduced in previous papers and implemented in the
form of Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Framework (CDMM-F). The case study is
realized in the form of graphical UML modeling of the modeling language (metamodel) in the Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Meta-Modeler (CDMM-MetaModeler) Thus the presented case-study constitutes the proof-of-the-concept for
graphical meta-modeling for all mentioned concepts and their implementations.
It also displays the nature of the meta-modeling process in this paradigm and explains some mechanisms that play important role when process effectiveness and
convenience of the meta-model designer are taken into account.
Keywords: meta-model; application context; open ontology; modeling language;
meta-modeling process; visual modeling; UML; UML Profile

1. Introduction
This paper presents a case study for the modeling language design process.
It is based on Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Paradigm (CDMM-P) [31] and Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Framework (CDMM-F). The CDMM-F constitutes
one possible implementation of the CDMM-P. The name and the special role of the
application context in CDMM-F implementation of the CDMM-P are explained in
[27]. The diagramming problem for open ontology based approach to metamodeling is the main subject of the paper.
The meta-modeling case study is performed in the Context-Driven MetaModeling Meta-Modeler (CDMM-Meta-Modeler) tool presented earlier in [7] but
introduced on the CDMM background in [29]. The CDMM-Meta-Modeler is the
Eclipse PlugIn based on UML2 Eclipse PlugIn and implemented with the aid of
relatively large number of technologies named in [7, 29]. The paper [29] is focused
on the implementation issues of CDMM-Meta-Modeler while the presented paper
is addressed to the visual meta-modeling process issues.
Wide and careful research of scientific and commercial literature was performed and can be found mainly in [31]. The conclusion from the research was that
there are no direct references to the approaches similar to the one introduced in
[31]. Some literature located on the border of ontology and software engineering
domain can be identified, however it explores RDF or OWL standards for ontologies [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 23] or refers to the systems of notions (ontologies)
used in software engineering discipline and addressed mainly to the notions of
software engineering process [6, 10, 17, 22, 24].
In the paper some notions which are well known in software engineering discipline are used and they refer to Object Management Group (OMG) standards like
Unified Modeling Language(UML) [2, 21, 12, 13]. There are also papers that are
focused on the process of meta-modeling, like [20, 18, 19, 26, 25]. These two
groups of papers are the closest to the system of notion used in the paper. According to [11] open ontologies are not known and are not applied to software engineering discipline. The authors are not aware of any reference in the scientific literature
to date to the presented CDMM approach, so the paper constitutes the first contribution to the subject, related to visual modeling.
2. Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Meta-Modeler
The CDMM-Meta-Modeler tool was presented in the context of CDMM concept in [29]. Nevertheless, it is shortly characterized in this section.
The tool has the form of Eclipse PlugIn and was implemented in the following
technologies: Eclipse RCP, Java SE, Equinox OSGi, JavaFX, SWT, JFace and
UML2 SDK. The role of it is to offer the graphical UML modeling framework for
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meta-model designer and integrate to CDMM-F and UML2 SDK PlugIn. This way
the model of the modeling language can be created in standard UML way, it can be
explored from any software system via UML2 PlugIn API and, first of all, the application context file for CDMM-F can be created, as shown in [27].
The main functionalities of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler were presented in [29],
so only the most critical ones are contained in the paper in the form of Table 1.
Table 1. Most critical functional features of CDMM-Meta-Modeler
Functional feature

Purpose

UML Profile diagramming
UML class diagramming for
meta-model elements
UML class diagramming for
meta-model graph

Defining stereotypes for meta-model entity and relation classes
Defining meta-model entity and relation classes
Stereotyping meta-model entity classes
Placing meta-model entity classes (stereotyped or not) as metamodel graph nodes
Stereotyping meta-model entity classes
Introducing associative (composition, aggregation, association) and
dependency relationships as meta-model graph edges connecting
meta-model entity classes
Stereotyping meta-model graph edges with the names of metamodel relation classes
Exporting simple graph representation or application context to be
loaded by CDMM-F

Creating meta-model graph
XML representation

The functionalities shown in Table 1 play the key role in the case study discussed in section 3.
3. CDMM-Meta-Modeler Application Case-Study
This section presents a case study for the application of the CDMM-MetaModeler Eclipse PlugIn. In the case study a sample modeling language (metamodel) is created from the CDMM-Meta-Modeler according to open ontology.
3.1. Sample Meta-Model
Our goal in the case-study is to create the modeling language (meta-model)
presented in the Figure 1. The following coloring convention is assumed in the
whole case-study: a) red color represents CDMM-F elements; b) green color represents meta-model entities, that is - elements that can be placed in meta-model graph
nodes; c) blue color represents meta-model relations, that is - elements that can be
placed in meta-model graph edges; d) grey color represents elements of the metamodel graph which are not expressed in CDMM-Meta-Modeler notation.
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The diagrams presented in Figure 1, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 7 were created in commercial modeling tool while the remaining diagrams (Figures 2-3 and
Figure 6) were created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler.

Figure 1. Sample CDMM-F meta-model defined in a UML modeling tool

The meta-model presented above is used to construct modeling language
through diagramming in CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The modeling language defined
in the Figure 1 can be used to model static information about a software system.
Models created in this language may contain information known from UML class
diagrams. However the meta-model contains pairs of relationships of the same kind
which are very frequently met in meta-models. In contract to CDMM-MetaModeler notation shown in the Figure 5, they are expressed in UML.
It is worth noticing that in this meta-model some meta-model entity classes
(DGeneralization, DClass, DClassDependency and DAssociation) are connected to
the CDMM-F core meta-model root class (RootMeatmodelCore) via relationships.
This way the user-defined meta-model classes are associated to CDMM-F directly
(via mentioned relations) or indirectly (via user-defined relationships already existing in the meta-model). In the case of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler the association of
meta-model to the CDMM-F root class is achieved via stereotyping of classes according to the subsection 3.4.
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3.2. Sample Meta-Model Entity Classes
In order to define the entities of the meta-model presented in the Figure 1,
which is created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler, the appropriate classes should be defined in the form of Java source code or in the form of CDMM-Meta-Modeler classes. The round-trip engineering technique can be applied for their definition.
The CDMM-Meta-Modeler class diagram that contains definitions of the metamodel entities is presented in the Figure 2a.

Figure 2. Sample CDMM-F meta-model a) entities and b) relations defined
in CDMM-Meta-Modeler

It is worth noticing that these classes: are not interconnected in any form; are
not connected to any user-defined meta-model relationship classes; the classes that
are intended to be connected to the root CDMM-F class are stereotyped by the
name of the root class (RootMetamodelCore).
All these classes will be placed in the nodes of meta-model graph, what is
presented in subsection 3.6.
3.3. Sample Meta-Model Relations Classes
The meta-model user-defined relationship classes are also defined in CDMMMeta-Modeler in the way similar to definition of meta-model entity classes. Their
definition for the sample meta-model from the Figure 1 is presented in the Figure
2b. The user-defined meta-model relationship classes are not interconnected in any
form and are not connected to any user-defined meta-model entity classes.
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One of these classes can be reused in order to associate «RootMeatmodelCore» stereotyped meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class. Nevertheless, one such default relationship class is predefined in CDMM-F and distributed with the framework. This class can be reused when meta-model graph is designed. The way these meta-model relationship classes are used while meta-model
graph definition is explained in subsection 3.6.
3.4. Connection to CDMM-F
The characteristic feature of open ontology based meta-modeling is that there
are no compile-time relationships between any classes of the meta-model. The only
relationships allowed are with the CDMM-F classes, however they are not presented in the diagrams above (except the one from the Figure 1) for simplification
(except the «RootMetamodelCore» stereotype). However, the nature of these metamodel associations to the CDMM-F classes is shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. CDMM-F and thus CDMM-Meta-Modeler root meta-model classes

The Figure 3 displays the CDMM-F package structure and two following classes:
• RootMetamodelCore that belongs to the CDMM-F - this class cannot be
redefined by the CDMM-F and, in consequence CDMM-Meta-Modeler
user
• AggregationCPoliOMulti which is predefined in CDMM-F - this class can
be redefined by the user of both CDMM-F and CDMM-Meta-Modeler
systems or the CDMM-Meta-Modeler may be instructed to reuse one of
user-defined relation classes to play the role of the CDMM-F framework
class.
The important assumption here is that there must be defined exactly one class in
each of the RootMetamodelCoreNode and RootMetamodelCoreEdge (see the
Figure 3) packages. These classes are dedicated for the purpose of associating meta-model elements with the CDMM-F when the meta-model graph is defined in
CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The way the graph is created from the classes presented so
far is explained in subsection 3.6.
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3.5. Profiles for Meta-Model Graph Elements Stereotyping
The UML stereotyping mechanism is used in CDMM-Meta-Modeler for associating meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class (see the Figure 2a) and
for associating meta-model graph relationships to meta-model relationship classes
(see the Figure 5).
In order to introduce these stereotypes into CDMM-Meta-Modeler the UML
extension mechanism is applied – the required stereotypes are defined through
UML Profiles in CDMM-Meta-Modeler.
So, the next step is to define two profiles:
• RootMetaModelProfile
• GeneratedProfile
The first profile RootMetaModelProfile is defined for associating meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class. The second one is dedicated to associating metamodel graph relationships to meta-model relationship classes.
In fact, the need for user activities is very limited here, as the RootMetamodelProfile is predefined in the framework. However, if the user wants to exchange
the predefined AggregationCPoliOMulti to his/her own implementation, then
he/she must change the name of it manually. The remaining, GeneratedProfile does
not need any user activities as this profile is generated on the fly by the CDMMMeta-Modeler on the basis of meta-model relation classes shown in the Figure 2b.
The contents of both profiles for the meta-model are shown in the Figure 4a for
RootMetaModelProfile and in the Figure 4b for GeneratedProfile.

Figure 4. CDMM-Meta-Modeler Profiles: a) RootMetaModelProfile, b) GeneratedProfile

Both profiles are used to manually stereotype entity classes when they are
created according to subsection 3.2 and relationship classes when meta-model
graph is created according to the subsection 3.6.
Manual stereotyping is time consuming and error prone. That is why automation is planned to be used in future implementation of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler.
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3.6. Definition of Sample Meta-Model Graph
Now, all meta-model elements that are required for meta-model creation from
CDMMMeta-Modeler are available. So, the only thing is to associate all of them
into the graph structure that represents the modeling language. In order to do that
the UML diagram (to define the meta-model graph structure) must be created and
some meta-model elements must be stereotyped.
The required and sufficient meta-model graph diagram created in CDMMMeta-Modeler for the CDMM-like representation of the sample meta-model from
the Figure 1 is presented in the Figure 5.
It is worth noticing in the Figure 5 that:
• meta-model entity classes are defined to be interconnected to the root
Root-MetamodelCore class of the CDMM-F (that is why they are displayed in red font on the green background according to the coloring convention introduced in subsection 3.1); the only stereotype «RootMetamodelCore» is predefined in CDMM-MetaModeler and can be applied to
meta-model entity classes only;
• meta-model entity classes that can be reached from the stereotyped classes are not stereotyped (they are displayed in green);
• for directed meta-model graph the dependency relationships can be used;
• the meta-model graph relationships (displayed in blue according to the
coloring convention) are associated to the meta-model relationship classes
via stereotypes the names of which are equivalent to the meta-model relationship class names; the stereotype names for the relationships are taken
from the GreneratedProfile UML Profile defined in CDMM-MetaModeler; more relationships can be used in the meta-model graph diagram - all kinds of associative relationships (composition, aggregation,
association) especially to represent two-directional meta-model relationships;
• some relationships cannot be represented in UML as they do not exist in
this standard’s meta-model; for example the RPair relationship does not
exist while it is useful in meta-modeling; in consequence the lacking
RPair relationship is modeled in the Figure 1 by two association relationships with the appropriate note (in grey) connected to each pair (OCL expression can be used to define this constraint as well); however the same
RPair relationships are modeled in CDMM-Meta-Modeler meta-model
graph diagram as one meta-model notion - a relationship, what is visible
in the Figure 5; dual nature of the relationship is represented by the appropriate implementation of the relationship class that is associated to the
dependency relationship via stereotype; (see for example DAssociation DRole relation in both Figure 1 and Figure 5); this is one of advantages of
open ontology based meta-modeling. Another good example is N-ary association from UML which does not have its representation in UML meta-model and can be easily introduced to the CDMM.
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The entity class stereotypes can be introduced:
• manually in the Entity package while entity classes are defined
• manually in the meta-model graph diagram (better practice)
• automatically for the meta-model graph elements (the best practice)
The relation class stereotypes are generated automatically on the basis of the metamodel relationship class names and placed in the Generated Profile. The list of
stereotypes available for a particular relation is offered by the CDMM-MetaModeler when meta-model graph diagram is created by meta-model designer.

Figure 5. The meta-model graph structure arranged from meta-model elements

In order to illustrate the diagramming functionality of the presented software
tool the same meta-model graph created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler is shown in the
Figure 6. This diagram does not follow the coloring convention introduced for the
purpose of the paper.
The whole meta-modeling process, thus the process of the design of a modeling language as a whole is presented in subsection 3.7. The process is general but is
placed in the subsection 3.7 in the section 3 which is focused on the case study, as
the discussion of the process refers to the notions connected to the case study.
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3.7. Meta-Modeling Process
One of the goals of CDMM-Meta-Modeler was to simplify the work that must
be performed by the person who defines a modeling language. It was achieved by
minimization of the required user activities - both number and scope. More specifically, the "convention over configuration" and automation approaches were used
for profile definition tasks as it was already mentioned above in subsection 3.5.
In the case of diagramming the number of elements that must be managed manually is also limited and the manual tasks are simplified.

Figure 6. Sample meta-model graph diagram created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler

The manual tasks in the final version of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler can
be limited to:
• defining entity classes
• defining relationship classes
• associating some meta-model entity classes via meta-model relationship
classes on the meta-model graph diagram
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stereotyping all relationships on the meta-model graph diagram by the stereotypes equivalent to the names of already defined (not necessarily already implemented)meta-model relation classes
The meta-model classes mentioned above must be, of course, implemented.
But they are subject of extensive reuse in meta-modeling, that is why defining and
implementing them is required for the first version of the meta-model and could be
required on the very limited extent for future versions of the meta-model. The main
subject of introduction/change are meta-model entity classes that are very easy for
implementation (the whole source code of these classes may be generated from
their CDMM-Meta-Modeler definition - from the model of the meta-model stored
in CDMMMeta-Modeler in the form of UML2 Eclipse PlugIn model representation). This model of meta-model can be thus accessed from external software
through the UML2 Eclipse PlugIn API. This way the CDMM-Meta-Modeler has
the open architecture.
The steps of the process of constructing the meta-model graph shown in the
Figure 5, as well as any other meta-model, are as follows:
• the entity classes are created in the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the relationship classes are created in the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the green classes are dragged and dropped from the Entities package to
the MetamodelGraph diagram; they represent nodes of the meta-model
graph
• the RootMetaModelProfile is optionally updated in case the default relation class is exchanged to the user-defined one
• the GeneratedProfile is generated by the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the dependency relationships are introduced into MetamodelGraph diagram
• the dependency relationships on the CDMM-Meta-Modeler diagram are
stereotyped through the CDMM-Meta-Modeler Eclipse PlugIn GUI which
offers the list of available stereotypes taken from RootMetaModelProfile
and from GeneratedProfile
• some nodes of the meta-model are stereotyped by the only stereotype
available for meta-model node (entity) classes, that is by «RootMetamodelCore» stereotype defined in RootMetaModelProfile
The last step is very important and crucial for CDMM-F. It introduces one
root for the whole meta-model graph structure. This is important from the perspective of model (an instance of meta-model) exploration from the CDMM-F client
code through the API of CDMM-F as the entry point to the API is just via the root
class. This root is implemented in CDMM-F as the RootMetamodelCore class depicted in the Figure 3. This root of the meta-model is associated by CDMM-F to
the classes stereotyped by « RootMetamodelCore ». These classes are presented in
•
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the Figure 5. They are associated by CDMM-F to the root class in one way through
the only class defined in RootMetamodelCoreEdge package, in our case this is the
AggregationCPoliOMulti class, which can be exchanged by the user to a userdefined class. The assumption of the uniqueness of this class does not introduce
any limits to the approach. Associating the meta-model entity classes to the root
element is a meta-model design decision that should be made by the user of
CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The existence of the root element eliminates the problem
of creation of multi root graph and non compact graph. Otherwise not only the
implementation of the client will be complicated but also application of graph pattern recognition methods will be limited, especially if graph syntactical methods
are applied. The whole process of meta-modeling in CDMM-Meta-Modeler described above is presented in the Figure 7.
The dependency relationships are unidirectional. They were introduced to the
example as they are sufficient for the presented meta-model (all relationships are
unidirectional in it). This simplification was introduced intentionally into the casestudy just to limit the complexity. In fact the CDMM-Meta-Modeler makes it
possible to associate stereotypes with all kinds of associative relations. In order to
introduce a two-directional relationship the GeneratedProfile must be extended.
Also more complex UML relationships may be introduced to the meta-model
graph. For example the relationship that may join more than one (including also
the transitive case of the binary relationship) or two node classes (N-ary association) may be introduced.
Cooperation between CDMM-Meta-Modeler and CDMM-F can be achieved
in the following two ways: off-line cooperation via files sharing or on-line cooperation through CDMM-F API.
The first way is possible but not convenient enough as the CDMM-MetaModeler must find the right directories that contain source code files for CDMM-F
specific classes as well as user-defined entity and relation classes. The right locations of the classes are pointed by CDMM-Meta-Modeler configuration file.
In such the case the CDMM-Meta-Modeler is able to generate the following files
on the output:
• GRP file in the XML format with the minimal graph structure that represents meta-model; this file can be interpreted by CDMM-F and transformed at the start to the Spring context-file which is then loaded by
CDMM-F at run-time to initiate the framework correctly
• CTX file in the XML format which is the application context file for
CDMM-F; the CDMM-F loads this file at the start
Another disadvantages of this off-line cooperation is that the meta-modeling process is not dynamic enough and changes introduced into meta-model through
CDMMMeta-Modeler are not reflected automatically in the CDMM-F.
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That is why the on-line cooperation is promoted. In this case not only
CDMMMeta-Modeler but also CDMM-F have the form of Eclipse PlugIns and can
exchange data through their APIs. In this case the application context file is passed
from CDMM-Meta-Modeler to CDMM-F in the form of the string. Moreover, this
way of cooperation is better from the perspective of automatic testing of the implementation of entity and relation classes of the meta-model (unit testing of the
meta-model) and the correctness of their association to the CDMM-F (integration
testing of the meta-model).

Figure 7. Business process of meta-modeling in CDMM-Meta-Modeler focused on the
meta-model designer tasks supported continuously by the CDMM-Meta-Modeler tool

4. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the case study that illustrates how to construct a modeling language (a meta-model) in CDMM-Meta-Modeler software tool. It also shows
how lightweight and convenient such a process is. This case study can be also a
good reference for studying the nature of CDMM-F framework. The framework is
an implementation of CDMM-P paradigm. So, the case study shows how this paradigm can be applied for meta-modeling. The construction of modeling languages is
one of application fields of the CDMM-P. Thus, the clear explanation of metamodeling process and its specifics can help to understand better the nature of open
ontology based meta-modeling and then to apply the paradigm to construction of
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applications data layer, which is even more common problem, but located out of
the current scope of the research. The case-study plays the role of the proof-of-theconcept for the idea of CDMM materialized in the form of CDMM-P and
CDMM-F. All features of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler mentioned in the paper as
planned for future work are intended to be implemented. Some of them require
theoretical research before implementation.
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